
Functional Experience 

▪ Marketing

▪ Operations

▪ Sales

▪ Strategy

▪ Finance

Professional/Corporate Experience 

▪ Media and Entertainment – 15 years

▪ Venture Capital & Private Equity

▪ Global Finance – US, UK, Asia

▪ Contract Coach, Korn Ferry

International Experience

▪ Built an international business unit in 

London for a US-based firm 

Certifications & Awards

▪ Host – Business program, 

Discovery Networks & AMEX

▪ Global speaker - YPO

Areas of Coaching Expertise

▪ Crisis Leadership

▪ Strategic Thinking

▪ Mindset / Resilience / EQ

▪ Storytelling for Stakeholders

Levels Coached

▪ C-Suite

▪ Board Level

▪ Senior Management

Industry Experience  

▪ Technology and Software

▪ Media & Entertainment

▪ Fin Tech

▪ Ad Tech & Lead Gen

▪ Enterprise

▪ Consumer Products CPG

▪ Retail

▪ Private Equity

▪ Government

Damon D’Amore

Damon has spent more than 20 years working directly with C-Suite leaders in Fortune 500 

firms. His work focuses on psychological performance and storytelling to gain stakeholder 

advocacy. Damon speaks internationally on legacy, personal development, resilience, 

mindset, and applying the lessons of entrepreneurship to corporate environments. Half of 

Damon’s clients are female leaders in the C-Suite. 

“His understanding of what makes a business tick certainly helped a great deal, but Damon 

also had a sensitivity to the unique personalities of business leaders and the challenges that 

we face.” — Fortune 100 CEO

“Damon put me at ease. He helped me feel comfortable enough to share my thoughts both 

professionally and personally which led to career-enhancement but also personal growth. As 

a result, I was able to help others through my own experience–a tremendous side-benefit of 

the process that would not have occurred without Damon’s coaching.” 

— Fortune 100 C-Suite Executive

“Damon’s experience, from the trenches as an operator to the boardroom dealing with 

C-Suite issues, investors, and board members, proved invaluable in helping our founder 

clarify their strategic vision for the company, tackle operational challenges and communicate 

successfully with current and future investors and customers. I would recommend Damon’s 

services to any investor group seeking to support and exponentially increase the output of 

leaders in their portfolio companies.” — Private Equity CEO

C-SUITE PERFORMANCE 
SPECIALIST AND MENTOR

DAMON D’AMORE

LinkedIn.com/in/damondamore
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